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Fingerprint reader keyless aluminum - Touch operated
lock for bus system 261765

Gira
261765
4010337035664 EAN/GTIN

517,45 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Fingerprint reader unit Keyless alu 261765 Other bus systems other, version touch lock, mounting type flush-mounted, material plastic, material quality thermoplastic, surface
other, surface version not applicable, color aluminum, protection class (IP) IP20, Gira Keyless In fingerprint reader unit color aluminum Features: Installation in a device box.
Stand-alone device or in combination with the Gira door communication system. In stand-alone operation, use of the integrated potential-free relay contacts for switching
operations, e.g. B. for door openers with their own power supply (e.g. standard bell transformer). Commissioning through direct configuration without a PC or programming
software. Inputs and outputs: Switching contact: Two relays with potential-free changeover contacts Load capacity AC DC 24 V 1.6 A. Two connections for power supply.
Fingerprint module as a professional biometric access control system based on new generation area scanning technology. Scanning the lowest layer of skin using
radiofrequency. High detection rate and security against manipulation. Evaluation of the unique characteristic features of the living human finger. Finger liveness detection. Up
to 99 fingers can be managed by the fingerprint reader. Reliable detection of fingers, e.g. B. were slightly injured while gardening (only the top layer of skin was injured). Data
protection through encryption procedures. Fast response time from placing the finger to releasing it: up to 30 stored fingers approx. 1 s, up to 99 stored fingers approx. 3 s.
Night design of the fingerprint area for orientation using white LED lighting. 360 position of the finger possible. 3-color LED status display for visual signaling during
programming and during operation. Master PIN number on the enclosed sealed security card if the administrator finger is no longer available. The device can be factory reset
using the included security card. Acknowledgment buzzer for acoustic signaling for the user or installer. Acoustic warning tone if the fingerprint attachment is removed without
authorization to detect sabotage. Tamper circuit with switching actuator in the door communication system. Different fingers can be assigned to the two integrated changeover
relays, e.g. B. Thumb: Controls the door opening, index finger: Switches the outside lighting. Inputs and outputs: connector strip connecting cable for Gira door communication
system. Notes: The Keyless In devices can be connected to the Gira HomeServer with the TKS-IP gateway. This makes intelligent connections possible. For example, B.
temporary or one-time access authorizations can be easily...
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